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Modesto HOG (Harley Owners Group)

Directors Corner - Craig Wirtz
Hello, Fellow HOG members; as summer winds
down and fall rapidly approaches, I love nothing
more than to reflect on all the travel stories from
you, the members.
This summer, we had groups travel to the
Southwest, Northwest, Midwest, Sturgis, and even a member that
made his annual solo trip to Michigan. For me, the common
denominator between all of these is the love of riding and the
making and sharing of EPIC memories. It doesn't matter if it’s a
simple day trip, weekend getaway, or an extended vacation ride.
Memories are out there to be made; all we must do is go out there
and make them.
Thanks to all the hard work our volunteers put in this year at the
Poker Chip Run, the rest of the year is shaping up to be a lot of fun.
The board is currently working on plans for the Halloween Party, Club
Poker Run BBQ, and Christmas Party. Additionally, we are working
with Mitchell’s Modesto Harley-Davidson to organize a year-end
open-to-the-public Toy Run where the toys will be delivered on the
ride directly to the charity of choice.
Stay safe, everyone, and I look forward to seeing all of you.
Modesto HOG Director,
Craig Wirtz
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Road Report - Wayne Myers

Summer is coming to an end and the cool weather is just
around the corner. Our road captains have lead us on some great
rides this summer.

We had a nice ride to Preston Castle with lunch in Ione. The
docents were amazing and we got a great tour with lots history
about the castle.
The Pescadero ride on the coast was a great ride with beautiful
weather. Always nice to end the day with some pie at Gizdich.
More rides to come. Hope to see you on the rides.

Head Road Captain,
Wayne Myers
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Safety Officer - Jim Hanna
Safety & Security

We ride because we have a common passion for the freedom,
excitement, and fellowship found in riding. However, to get the most out
of riding we need to ride safely. Riding a motorcycle involves accepting a
certain amount of risk. The best way to manage those risks is by
educating ourselves and by working on our riding skills. Fortunately for
us there is an abundance of educational information available in books,
reports, videos, on the internet, and by taking training classes. There are
also plenty of opportunities to improve our riding skills by practicing safe
riding techniques every time we ride on the street and by practicing low
speed maneuvers in the parking lot which translate into improved skills
on the road.
The Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF) offers relatively low cost
courses in our area geared to different skill levels from beginner to
advanced rider. The courses include classroom time and time on the
“range” or parking lots with expert instructors. The courses cover a wide
range of topics including risk awareness, acceptance, and management;
personal protective gear; riding skills including braking, cornering, the
accident chain; and many more. Our HOG chapter reserves a date with
MSF for an advanced rider course at the beginning of each riding
season. You can take the course with your fellow HOG members and
work on your skills together, learning both from the MSF instructors and
from your fellow riders. No matter how long you have been riding, there
is always something to learn at an MSF course.
There are also plenty of other resources available concerning motorcycle
safety including the Hurt Report. The Hurt report was a groundbreaking
report prepared by researcher Harry Hurt in the 1990’s in which he and
his team analyzed data from over 3,600 motorcycle accidents. From that
information Hurt was able to identify the major factors common to most
accidents. Below is a summary of just a few of the Hurt findings:
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Approximately three-fourths of the motorcycle accidents
involved collision with another vehicle, which was most usually
a passenger automobile.
2. Approximately one-fourth of these motorcycle accidents
were single vehicle accidents involving the motorcycle colliding
with the roadway or some fixed object in the environment.
3. In the single vehicle accidents, motorcycle rider error was
present as the accident precipitating factor in about two-thirds
of the cases, with the typical error being a slideout and fall due
to over braking or running wide on a curve due to excess speed
or under-cornering.
4. In the multiple vehicle accidents, the driver of the other
vehicle violated the motorcycle right-of-way and caused the
accident in two-thirds of those accidents.
While the argument could be made that the Hurt Report is
dated, it still stands as the most comprehensive report of its
type. And one that we can all learn a great deal from. You can
learn more about the Hurt Report by clicking on the link on this
webpage.
And you might also want to check out the links to other
websites or articles on important topics including, hearing
protection, stopping distance, vision, riding in the rain, group
riding and the other topics.
Riding is fun, especially with a group of friends from our HOG
chapter. However, it is a lot more fun for you, and those riding
around you, when we are up on our skills and ride safely. Ride
smart, ride safe.
1.

Jim Hanna
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Coulterville
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Bike Niite
at Donkeys

Events Schedule - All rides leave from Mitchell’s Modesto Harley-Davidson
09/07

General HOG Meeting - Michaels Pizza Bar and Grill
Dinner ($15) – 6::00 pm Meeting - 6:45 pm

09/10

Walker - Mt View BBQ - Level 5 - 8am

09/15

Dinner Ride to Ranch Hand in Hughson - Level 2 - 6:30pm

09/24

Ride with lunch at Almond Wood in Patterson - Level 3 - 9am

09/29

Dinner Ride - Destination TBD - Level 2 - 6:30pm

* Rides are subject to change

Ride Ratings
Modesto HOG rate their rides 1(easiest) thru 5 (most challenging)
Please make sure you always ride at your skill and comfort level.
The most important thing is for you and all HOG members to stay safe.
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CHAPTER MEETINGS
First Wednesday of every month @ 6 pm
Michaels Pizza Bar and Grill
500 N Carpenter Rd
Modesto, CA
“If you love to ride, please stop by and give us a try”
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Get Involved
We are in need of someone to help with the
raffle and marble draw at the general
meetings. If you are interested please let us
know at the meeting.
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2022 ROAD CAPTAINS
Amy Montgomery
Brian Nevitt
Craig Wirtz
Sal Giusto
Fernando Beltran
Gary Hopper
Jim Artrip
Joe Cabral
Joe Rosa
Laury Chimerofsky
Mike Betz
Jim Hanna
Edwin Buechler
Steve Dunn
Wayne Myers

(209)675-1570
(209)605-3539
(209)204-3172
(209)605-0607
(209)614-6032
(209)324-9902
(209)606-2177
(209)405-9166
(209)678-5659
(209)607-9499
(209)605-5246
(209)313-5496
(209)404-7619
(813)2970766
(209)996-1862

pwmonty@comcast.net
bsnevitt@gmail.com
crwirtz@gmail.com
hogman07.sg@gmail.com
fj.beltran@icloud.com
harleyhopper@comcast.net
artripfarms@yahoo.com
kj6tys@gmail.com
farmgear@yahoo.com
laury415@gmail.com
mikebetz2@netzero.net
wahoojim03@gmail.com
kiddharley85@yahoo.com
sgdunn34@yahoo.com
wwmyers3388@gmail.com

2022 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Director
Craig Wirtz
Assistant Director
Brian Nevitt
Head Road Captain
Wayne Myers
Treasurer Amy Montgomery
Secretary Laury Chimerofsky
Safety Officer
Jim Hanna
Membership Officer Liz Martinez Carrillo
Activities Officer
Cindy Rosa
Communications Officer
Shelly Myers
50/50 Raffle Officer
Jody Nevitt
Chapter Ambassador
Joe Rosa
Chapter Ambassador
Gary Hopper
HOG Wash Editor
Shelly Myers
Web Site Editor
Joe Rosa

(209)204-3172
(209)605-3539
(209)996-1862
(209)675-1570
(209)607-9499
(209)313-5496
(209)606-0466
(209)678-5661
(209)996-3603
(209)204-7407
(209)678-5659
(209)324-9902
(209)996-3603
(209)678-5659

crwirtz@gmail.com
bsnevitt@gmail.com
wwmyers3388@gmail.com
pwmonty@comcast.net
laury415@gmail.com
yahoojim03@gmail.com
liz_car@msn.com
rosewoodhorse@gmail.com
wsmyers5@comcast.net
jodymarie1128@aol.com
farmgear@yahoo.com
harleyhopper@comcast.net
wsmyers5@comcast.com
farmgear@yahoo.com
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General Meeting

Fernando
Beltran

Fernando Beltran was
nominated by Amy
Montgomery for getting
lost while leading a ride.

Thanks to all our HOG members that bring Raffle prizes each
month. Donations were brought by:
Mitchell’s Modesto H-D
Donna Artrip

Steve Berkowit
Gary and Carla Harrison
REMEMBER, our Raffle is only as good as we make it and your help is really
appreciated. The 50/50 Raffle depends on members donating each month. So
if you have Harley Stuff or really anything else that would make a good raffle
prize please bring it in. We try to have 8 to 10 items each month.
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Our Sponsor
Come out and show
your support for our
sponsor. Food, fun and
prizes
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OUR SPONSOR
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Let’s Ride
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Let’s Ride!
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Let’s Ride!
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Let’s Ride!
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